Shear-horizontal wave-based pipe damage inspection by arrays of segmented magnetostrictive patches.
The lowest-branch torsional guided wave is very effective in pipe damage inspection because of its non-dispersive characteristics, but it cannot be used for the simultaneous identification of axial and circumferential locations of a defect in a pipe. Motivated by recent developments in magnetostrictive transducer technology, which is especially efficient in torsional and shear wave generation, the goal of this investigation is to extend this technology for simultaneous identification of the axial and circumferential locations of cracks by using shear horizontal (SH) waves. Unlike the conventional magnetostrictive patch method using a single complete patch wound around the pipe's circumference, the proposed method segments the patch into several pieces to generate SH waves propagating over the pipe surface. Accordingly, SH waves in a pipe are generated and sensed individually by a meander coil placed separately on each segment. By using two sets of segmented-patch arrays separated by some distance, the cylindrical surface of a pipe can be inspected both axially and circumferentially. After the underlying angular profile of the patch segment is investigated, experiments identifying the axial and circumferential locations of multiple cracks in a pipe are carried out to demonstrate the potential of the proposed methodology.